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Title word cross-reference

(R²) [EC83]. 0 [Ric81]. 1 [KSTK84, Ric81].  
$15.95$ [Lev82]. $15.96$ [Lov82]. 2  
[Bos87, MS88f]. $20$ [Ste81d]. $23.50$  
[Ste81a]. 230 [Bok88]. 2$^{10}$ [Ste81c]. 2 $×$ 2  
[Kar81]. 3 [Fol87, dVWY87]. $39.50$  
[Sha82]. 3 $×$ 3 [Fra89]. 4 [Fol87]. $40$ [Ste82].  
$47$ [Ste82]. 515 [dF89]. $6.95$ [Ste81c].  
$65.00$ [Eld87]. $7.95$ [Ste81c]. 820 [Pau89].  
$^{3}$ [FWPT87]. 1 [KA89a]. 3$^{2}$ [F2(1)] [Wim83]. $^{60}$  
[Kro89]. A [UA85]. $\alpha$ [Web89]. $\beta$ [Web89]. $c^{0}$  
[Ber82]. $c^{1}$ [Blo87]. $d$ [Wal85]. $\Delta^{2}$ [Jur83].  
exp($x$) [AJMT81]. $G$ [KA89a, Zen89]. $\Gamma$  
[Mar86c]. $I$ [GS81, Med88b]. $K$  
[GS81, GHN89, Mor89]. $L_{2}$ [LM86a]. $\lambda$  
[Pan85c]. ln($x$) [MTP82]. $LU$ [NT85]. $N$  
[CH89, Fer82, KO88, AMR89, CK88b,  
HWYL88, LT87, Pur83a, TSY88, Ubb84, Ubb87]. $O$ [Ubb84, Ubb87]. $P$ [Sha88]. $q$  
[PM84]. $R^{3}$ [OP87, TB87]. $\Rightarrow$ [Zou89]. $T$  
[WCB85, JV88]. $\tau$ [Luk81]. $\rightarrow$ [Pou88].  
$u$ [Kar81]. $x$ [BH88, Wai81].  
$XY(X^{2} + Y^{2})^{1/2}$ [BHM88]. $Y$  
[BHM88, SE88b]. $y'' = f(x, y)$ [DOS88].  
$y'' = f(x, y, y')$ [DOS88].  

-atom [Pau89]. -axis [AMR89]. -breaking  
[MM86a]. -cube [HWYL88]. -curves  
[Web89]. -cyclic [GHN89]. -D  
[FWPT87, MS88f, dVWY87]. -dimensional  
[Bos87, CK88b, Mor89, Wal85]. -factors  
[KSTK84]. -matrix [WCB85]. -method  
[Luk81]. -person [LT87]. -point [Ubb84].  
-projection [Wai81]. -stable [Sha88, UA85].
atmospheric [CS88b, TR88]. atom [Pau89].
Atomics [Tuz88]. atomic [Asl88].
attractivity [KLS89]. authentication [HHL89].
Author [Ano85b, Ano85c, Ano89b, Ano86i, Ano86j, Ano87y, Ano88-30, Ano88-31, Ano89q, Ano85d, Ano86b, Ano87d, Ano87e, Ano88g, Ano89c]. authors [Ano84d].
automata [Pic89b].
Automated [LRG89, Pou89]. Automatic [Dal85, GR88, KKS86, KT86, Mur87, VO85, Omo82, Wac85]. autooscillations [SM80].
autoregressive [SSB88, WAYU88]. auxiliary [Sza87a]. available [Bur82].
avenue [PPR+89]. Avar [Bér99a]. average [Dev81b, Dev81a]. avoidance [CLS87, CL89c, MP89]. axis [AMR89]. Ay [SE88b].
B [Mea86a]. Babel [Cho89]. backtracking [Lou83]. backward [Cas83a, Ver86].
bacteriophage [RTF+88]. bags [BPXY88].
Bairstow [AV82]. balanced [CS88b].
balsam [ByMS86]. Banach [GP85, TW80].
Banyan [Jul88]. bargaining [ERH89].
Bar [Ste87]. Barrier [SS87, PM87].
Barting [Sch86a]. base [HF86, WJM83].
based [AAM86, CA86, Hag89, Hav83, KO88, LL88b, Lip84, LV86, LO82, SDS81, Sen88a, Wer86].
Basel [Mea86b, Web86b]. basic [STY83].
Basin [Bér99a]. basis [VO85, vNvN89].
Basset [BT89]. bathymetry [BBPW85].
batik [Haa89]. beam [Ber82, Ver86].
bearing [HLHG89]. beauty [Pic89b]. bed [PAC85]. behavior [Bla83, BC88, CO83, FMWW86, Lay85, Pou88].
behaviour [Bro87, Ira87, Prü83]. Behrens [Cho85].
being [Rod88a].
Bellman [Ano86l, KK86, Pan86]. Benchmark [TT86, Ano85i]. benefit [SI89]. benefits [SDB89]. benzenoids [CBC89]. Berlin [Kam87]. Bessel [GS81, PB82, Pie84].
Better [Tur88]. between [AG80, CK88a, GHN89, MT85, Sla86].

Beyond [Cho89]. Bézier [Scu89]. bias [But85, SDB89]. bibliography [Rod87d, Rod89a].
Bidirectionalization [Hag87]. bidimensional [OP86].
Bifurcation [Cas83, MPL86, Quo86, Swa88].
biharmonic [Lot87]. Bilateral [San86].
binary [AR87a, Pur83a, Vla86, Wal85].
binomial [HP89b]. biochemical [FS83].
bioengineering [Nic87]. bioengineeringi [Nic87].
biological [Gre89, Vai86].
bioengineering [Nic87].
biodiversity [MS88d]. biomedical [Koh89].
biopolymers [LRBK89].
biquintic [WA89]. birth [Lot87]. bisection [GM88].
bisexual [Kra87]. bit [Cod88, Pan81a, Pan82a, Pan85c].
bit-cost [Cod88]. bit-operation [Pan81a, Pan82a].
black [Sch86b]. blade [IR89]. blending [Sch86c].
Block [Cas85b, STY83, TSS88, SGN87]. blocking [Lau80].
blood [MS88b, VdDH89]. board [Ano85f, Ano80b, Ano81b, Ano82b, Ano83b, Ano84b, Ano85e, Ano86d, Ano87j, Ano87k, Ano88u, Ano88v, Ano89v, Ano89jk, Ano89kl]. bodies [Pet89].
body [MS88a].
Boltzmann [TB87].
bounding [Mak86b].
bone [MR89b].
Book [Ano86c, Ano87f, Ano87g, Ano87h, Ano87i, Ano88h, Ano88i, Ano88j, Ano88k, Ano88m, Ano88n, Ano88o, Ano89d, Ano89e, Ano89f, Ano89g, Ano89h, Ano89i, Col82, Con87a, Eld87, Gra87, Gre87a, Gro87, Kam87, Lev82, Lov82, Mea86a, Nic87, O’C87b, O’s87a, Rod84a, Rod84b, Rod84c, Rod85a, Rod85b, Sha82, Ste87, Ste88a, Ste88b, Ste88c, Ste88d, Ste88e, Wal87].
bookbindings [RR89].
Books [Ano81a, Ano82a].
Boolean [HWY88].
Both [Ste81c].
bottom [HKW89].
boundaries [IM89a].
Boundary [Aga88, Ado83, AC86, AW89, AAM86, Ano87w, BE85, BP85, BN86, Cas83b, Cas84, Cas85a, Cas86, DD89, Dev88, ES87, Eva88, Fit83, FGP83, HK85, JT89, KKRS84, ...]
boundary-value
[AC86, AAM86, Cas86, HK85, Lip84, Usm85]. bounded [LM86a]. boundedness [LL88a].

bounding [Gip85]. Bounds [AWYU82, Ara83, Avi81, HS81, JA85, Kra87, Pet87, PM84, Tro80, Boussinesq [IM89b]. Box [Ste81c]. bracketing [Hag89].

branching [Sho80, TS89]. break [AB81b]. breakdown [PPR89]. breaking [MM86a, PPR89]. breast [TO87].


C [Col82, Mac86a, Sha82, Sni88, Kro89]. C-programming [Sni88]. C. [Jay92, Zel92]. Cagniard [MU82]. calculating [Sey87]. calculation [BM84a, Dal85, Wac85, YK87]. calculations [Ed80]. calculators [Lev82].

calculus [BEW86a, BEW86b, Ede80, HP87]. Calibration [Har86d]. Calif [Ste87].


canceling [Pan82c]. cancer [GGR87, Per87, Rig87, SDB89, TO87]. cancer-therapy [Rig87]. cannibalism [Lev83]. canonical [FHS84]. capability [An87-35]. capable [Big88]. capacity [Pou89].

Carmichael [WH82]. Carpathian [Ber89a]. carry [Pur83b]. carry-free [Pur83b]. cars [YdV89, YV89]. cascade [CF88]. case [Avi81, BK87, KW89, Mar89, Mdl86, MS88f, PB81a, PB81b, Tel89, TK99b, YdV89, YV89].
catalog [ Cha89]. categorical [Krz86]. category [WLL88]. cattle [HC89]. Cauchy [DS85, Ger86, GS87b, Rab86].

Cauchy-type [DS85]. causal [An89n, Rob87a, Rob87b]. causality [dM84]. cavity [Gre87b]. cell [BGG87, BM89b, BM90, DHT86, FWPT87, KA89a, Pou89, Rig87, SvDHH89, Web89].

cell-size [DHT86]. cells [AK89b, DV87, Rig87]. Cellular [AA85, Her86, Mur83, Wit83]. Century [Ber89a]. certain [FMWW86, OB88].

chains [Chu88b]. Champaign [Lev82]. channel [Gre88b]. channels [LM86b]. Chaos [An88s, Bla86, CS89].

characteristic [Dev81c]. characteristics [CLF86, KS85, LCG86, MS88c, Zem85]. characterization [SA87]. characters [dW88].

Charles [Lev82]. Chebyshev [GR88, Ger86, GS87b, IK85]. check [Bos87]. checkers [JA87]. checking [JA87].

Chemical [Len89, Bal86a, MLDR87, MR88a, Pea86, Sla86]. chemist [Acs89]. chemistry [Sla86, SU88]. chemotherapy [GGR87].

Chi [Har89b, MC84].


chromatic [HS81].

chromatographic [PAC85]. Chuan [Har89b]. circle [Eng88b]. circuit [Lir89]. circuits [AR85, AB87a, JA85].

class [An89b, BR86, BLO87, BLO88b, CB88, Fra80, GS87c, Han86, HL89, KSTK84, PR85, STRY83, SGN87]. classes
constant [Gei81]. constants [BP86]. constrained
[BP86]. constraint [Mar85b]. constraints [AF87, CF84a, VMO89]. constructing
[AB81b]. Construction [Lin86, AHL83, PM87, Ser80].


contexts [Was86]. Contingency [SCH87]. continued [CdC85]. Continuous [LL88a, Sar84, Ber89b, CW86, DOS88, Krz86, Li88, Mar86c, MB89, Sar88, SLPC87, TT86, Vla86]. continuous-time [SLPC87]. continuously [ODS86, Tho87].

Contopoulos [PB81a, PB81b].

contractions [Riv86]. contributions [Ano86]. control [AH86, Ano89a, Ant89, Asz80, Chu88a, CLS87, IE88, LL88a, LK83, Mar85b, McD83, Med88a, Med88b, Medi86, Pan86, Pou89, Qin84, Rob87a, Rob87b, SKF87, SE88b, Sen88a, STY83, SGN87, Str89, YV81, dIS85, dISGA87, Gra87].

Controllability [KW89, Qin84]. controlled [FN86]. controllers [CL89c]. controls [Jär87, YJ81]. convection [JM84].

conversion [EA85]. Convergence [SZ89, TW50, WOS7, And86, CK89, Chu88b, KW81, LM86a, Mdl88b, SB88]. convergent [Rus89, Sun89]. converging [EW86].

Conversion [Rao84]. conversions [SLPC87]. convex [ATB82, Dev81a, Dev82, DD83, MT85, OP87, Uhh83, Uhh84, Uhh87].

conveyance [EL88]. convolution [FMWW86, JM82]. Cooperation [Tar88].

Cooperative [Mar86b, Tan89].

coordinates [SD87, Ste88]. corefactors [WLL88]. corner [CF84b]. coronoids [CBC89]. correction [Cas83b, KLT80].

corrections [Cas86]. corrector [DD83, Kha89]. correlation [SS88].


Cost-benefit [SI89]. cotton [FC83]. Could [San86]. counter [PAC85].


cryptosystem [AB81b, Web88].

cryptosystems [AB81b]. Crystal [Asl88, GK88, Bok88, Kop88b, Pau89, Sen86, SU88, Zvy88]. crystallization [SBCC86].

Crystallographic [Mam86, Hau88, Mol88].

crystallography [Eng88a, Fic86, Hau88, Mac86c, Rud88, Vai88].

crystals [Roe88, TT89]. CSRL [MC85]. CT [LV86]. cube [BCC+86, Bur82, HWYL88].

cubic [BE88, Che84b, PR86b, Pau89].

Cubical [Har88a]. cultural [Was86]. Curie [Bra86, Sun88b]. current [PPR+89, PAC85].

currents [CLF86, CARG89]. curve [SM80].

curved [BM84a]. curves [Sco99, Web89].

cycle [BM89b, BM90, KA89a, Rig87].

cycles [BE88]. cyclic [CS89, GHN89].

cylinder [SR87]. cylinders [OB88].

Cylindrically [Kup87]. cytofluorimetric [Ros87].

cytometric [BGG+87].

D [Sha82, Wal87, Fol87, MS88f, dVWY87].


Dante [DF89].

data [Ano88-37, Ano88-35, Ano88-36, Ano89u, Ber89b, CW85, Die84, Fol87, Fra82, FBG88, HT87, Har86d, HF86, Knu86, Los89a, Ros87, STY87, Sha81a, TO87, WJMM83].

databases [Bai89]. date
[Che87a, Che87b, CL89b]. daughter [Web89]. day [Fel85b]. death [Let87]. decagonal [Pan89]. Decell [KTW83]. deception [Yav87a]. decision [AR87a, BL81, LRG89, Oda88]. decomposition [Ado88b, Ger86, HF87, Mao86, TM87]. deconvolution [DT88, Mor86, Mor89].

default [RC83]. defect [Pic89b]. defense [Squ81]. deferred [Cas83b, Cas86]. deficiency [HP89a]. DeFiRe [Fra89]. Definition [dW88, Her88]. DeFiRection [UW80b]. degree [KSTK84]. degrees [PB81a, PB81b]. Delicate [Pac89]. dense [PR89]. Density [Mur83, BR86, Kri85, MM86b]. dependent [Bra83, BN86, Chu88b, Eld83, Eld87, Kar87, KSW85, LM80, Lev83, Mar83, Mar85a, Mar86a, Men86, Mur83, Sho80, Swa88, Sza87a, Sza87b, Ven87, Web83]. depth [BS89, MWBM89]. depths [Jd85]. Derivation [WR87, Bok88, Fer82, Kri85]. derivative [BE85, BSPSM81, Hag89, SDS81, Sal84a]. derivative-based [Hag89]. derivatives [BHO82, BEW86a, BEW86b, CS88a, EC83, KT86, MSH80, VO85, Zad89, Zad92]. derive [San86]. derived [Pic89b]. Descartes [HP89a]. describing [Mar85a]. Description [Ma83, EGZK87, Se81]. Design [CK83, HP87, Ste82, BK87, CK87, Cho89, Gre87a, Kap86a, MC85, McW89, Pan85d, SFK87, dIS87, dISGA87]. detect [MHH87]. detecting [JV88, XS87]. Detection [Abe84, Gar82, LLM84, Tur88]. determinant [HWW89]. Determination [BC88, Che87b, CL89b, EO82, Ori85, OP89, SLHC89]. determine [KTW83]. Determining [CARG89]. deterministic [SL88]. development [Kra82, Lumi87, Mei86b, ST88, STP88, TSJ89, Wil82]. developmental [DHT86]. deviating [AC86]. deviation [Che87a]. Df [Ste81d]. diagnosable [CK87]. Diagnosis [SA87, BMC85]. diagnostic [Lir89]. diagonalization [Hag87]. Diagonally [Cas84]. diagrams [AR87a]. diameter [KK87]. dictionary [Sod87]. Didday [Ste81c]. dielectric [BLO86, BLO88a]. Difference [CSL85a, AC86, AN87c, AN87u, DD83, DE88, EO82, Gip87, HL86, Kovo80, LBC82, Lay85, LM86a, Luk81, LTW83, McD85, MI86, PO85, PR85, Sal84a, STM88, St.85, Usn85]. differences [Mur89]. differentiable [Che85, Sza89]. Differential [And86, ME86b, REI81, WEB86b, AD83, AD87a, AD88a, AC86, AG87, AG88, AW86, AB87b, AM81, AN84c, AN88r, BL83, BZ89, BU87, CL89a, Chu88a, Cuy82, DD83, DE85, EVA81a, EWI80, Fat84, Fat85, GAI86, GS87a, GZ89, GP89, GS87c, GY88a, GY88b, GY89, HD83, HRA89, IRA87, IWA87, JAR89, KLT80, KHA89, KA89a, KOS88, LP85, LAM86, LO86, M88, MR89a, MP89, MR88c, MS88f, MU82, NEU80, OS84, OP86, PM87, PR85, PM84, RZ86, ROK85, SAR84, SAR88, SAT85, SZ88, SS89, St.85, Tho86a, Tho86b, UM85, U85, Wit83b, Wit83c, YAV84, YAV87a, YAV87b, ZL80, ZED87, ZEM85, ZWS85, DVV87]. differential-integral [Kos88]. differentiating [VO85]. differentiation [Cas83a, KT86, Lumi87, Mur87, Sla81b]. differentiators [HS87, HS88]. diffusion [Gip87]. diffusion [BM89b, BM90, EA85, KSW85, MAC83, MS88f, ROH83, SOD85, SOD87]. diffusion-convention [EA85]. diffusion/drift [ROH83]. diffusions [FN86]. diffuse [LM86a]. digital [dIS85]. digraph [MP88]. dihedral [WD86]. Dilithium [Ste81c]. dilute [MLDR87]. dimension [HHR88, ZAM89]. dimensional [AR87c, BBPW85, BJ87, BYMS86, BOS87].
dimensions [LRBK89, NS88].
dimensionalities [GSR86, Har88a, St.85].
dimension [Hau88, Lip84].
directed [PML86, BDK86, BC88, DS81, KW87, Mur87, MH89, MH89, Sen88, SLPC87, Ubh84, Wu88, Yan87, Yan89, SLP87, dSLGA87].
discrete [Bal86b, Bal88, Ber89b, BCP87, BDK86, BC88, DS81, KW87, Mur87, MH89, Sen88a, dLS87, dLSGA87].
discretisation [AM81, PM84].
Discretization [Kup86].
discriminant [CMN88, CNM88, Krz86, MM86b, Vla86].
Discrimination [Cho86, AL86, CA86, NR86].
diseases [SCH87].
disjoint [MT85].
disk [KTW89].
disorder [Fic88].
dispersion [DGL88, ST88].
displacement [BS80a].
displaying [STY87].
dissipation [Ame88].
dissipative [Mar86a].
distance [MT85].
distances [ATB82].
Distribution [NR86, DHT86, MRM86c, MC84, SB88, SRP87].
Distribution-free [NR86].
distributions [CNM88, DBH88].
turbulence [CSD88, Sza87a, Sza87b].
diverging [EWS86].
divide [AS89].
divide-and-conquer [AS89].
dividing [Wit83c].
Division [LLM84, BP86].
divisor [Pur83b].
DNA [Rig87].
docking [Dav86].
domain [EC83, MK85, SCSS85].
domains [LM86a, SB85].
Dordrecht [Sha82].
doses [Rig87].
dot [BS89].
dot-depth [BS89].
drawing [Col85].
drift [Rob83].
driven [CARG89, HKW89].
Dual [AH86, TM87].
Duality [BM81, HP89a].
due [CSD88, Che87a, Che87b, CL89b].
elasticity
uid [STM88]. electromagneto
uid [STM88]. electromagneto
uid-dynamic [STM88].

Elementary [BHM88, Man86]. elements [BM84b, Ber82, BN86, Che84b, FS85, MRV85, OP86, Pau89, Tom85, Col82]. Elliptic [Ado88b, BB84, BE85, BG88, CN89, Dal65, DGL88, FLL82, FGP83, GN88, Hay80, KKK88, LB86, Lay85, Lay86, LL88c, Man81, Man87, MR88a, NP81, OK82, Ste88, TR88, Tho80, TG88, Vic85, Wae85, WO87, Zam89]. Element-spectral [Ste88]. elementarity [Gav89]. elementary [BHM88, Man86]. elements [BM84a, Ber82, BN86, Che84b, FS85, MRV85, OP86, Pau89, Tom85, Col82]. Embryogenesis [San86]. Encyclopedica [Nic87]. enclosures [BD85]. Encryption [Gav89]. Energy [Gav89, McD85]. Engineering [Mea86a]. Engright [AR84]. Enskog [TB87]. Entropy [BR86]. Enumerating [BM84b]. Enumeration [AHL83], envelope [GS89]. environment [CLS87, CL89c]. environmental [RW87]. environments [SJ85]. EPI [Rig87]. EPI-genetics [Rig87]. epidemic [BC86, Tho89]. epidemiology [An88, RM87]. epidermis [FWPT87]. EPR [Roc88]. epsilon [VM80]. epsilon-constraints [VO89]. Equation [BGT85, Rei81, Ado86, Ado87a, Ado88a, Am85, BE85, BdSM88, BK86, BT89, CSL85a, CSL85b, CK89, EA85, Fat84, Fit83, Gyö89, HS87, HS88, IM89b, Kos88, Kri85, LK85, LM86a, Lev83, LTW83, MS85, Mc85, MR85, Mor81a, MS88f, OP86, PO85, SE88a, SSB88, STB88, SL85b, Sin83, Soc88, St.85, Tho86a, Tho86b, TB87, Wit83c]. Equations [Mea86b, AE87, Ado83, Ado87b, Ado88b, Ado88c, AC86, AG87, Aga88, AW86, AM81, AMR89, Ano84c, Ano88r, AFM88, BJ87, BB84, Bal66b, Bal88, BCG87, BP85, Bel83, BG88, BZ89, BS89, Blo85, Brun, Cah88, CN89, CLF86, Chua88a, CW86, CS88a, Cus83, Cus85, Cus86, Cuy82, CvdC83, DD83, Dey85, Dey88, DS81, Duf83, Eva81a, ES88a, Ewi80, Fat85, Ger82, GS87b, GS87c, GP85, Gyö89a, Gyö88b, Gyö89, HD83, IHP86, Ira87, IJ80, Iwa87, JJS83, JM82, KKS86, Kar86, Ka89, KA89a, Kov80, LP85, Lam86, Lam88, LCG86, Let87, LO86, Luk81, MN88, Man81, Mar86a, Mar85b, MR89a, MB80, Med88a, MS88a, Men86, MR88c, MS88f, Muk81, ND88, Neu80, OS84, OP86, PR86b, PR85, PM84, Pur83a, RZ86, Rok85, Sar84]. equations [Sar88, Sat85, SZ88, SP89, UA85, Vic85, Wai81, Wai82, Wer86, Wit83b, WFW81, Yee86, YE86, YE87b, ZL80, Zed87, Zem85, ZWS85, dM84, Ger86, Web86b]. equations-1 [MS88a]. equilibrium [BG88, Cus85, Gai86, Har88c, Mar86b, Str89, TH80]. Equivalent [Che85]. Ergodic [FS88]. Errata [An89, An89a, BM90, Koun90, Rob97b, Zad92]. Erratum [An86]. Error [AW86, Bal88, BCG87, Gin80, HF87, Jur83, Ara83, CMM88, CN88, Cdc85, DLMP89, Han87, JV88, Kno86, Mor89, O'N86, Oza81, Pet87, PM84, Sha86c, Tho80, WA89, WO87]. error-detecting [JV88]. error-free [Mor89]. errors [Ali87, Gips85, LM86b]. escape [GS89]. Escher [Mac86a]. essay [Doc86]. essential [FGP83]. estimate [RZ86]. estimates [Bal88, BCG87, WA89, WO87]. Estimating [Han86, TH80, Kra87]. Estimation [CMM88, Oz81, AW86, BS88, CM88, DB88, DLMP89, HF87, Kno86, Sha86c,

Foreign [Ste82]. Forest [Ste81c]. Foreword [Ano86f, Ano86g, Ano87v, Ano88-29, Reg87, Rod86, Rod87a, Rod87b, SL85a, Wit83a, Wit85a], forgotten [Akr81]. form [WFW81, Yee86]. Formal [ML83, PB81a, PB81b, Sha81b]. formalism [Lie86]. formalisms [Isr83]. formation [Blo88b, Mei86b, Blo86, MN83, PPR+89]. forms [CF86, ES88b, SE88b]. formula [CF86, ES88b, SE88b]. formulae [AE87, Cas83a, Cas84, Cas86]. formulas [Fat85, SDS81]. Formulation [SP89, Ber82, BS80a, Dem82, FC83, Mor81a, YK87]. formulations [Bas89, BCP87, FS80, Gip85]. forward [CA86, CdC85]. foundation [Yak89]. foundations [Ano89o, RM87, Ros89, SDD88]. Four [Wai82, PG87, STY83]. Fourier [Fer82, MS88f, ES87, Jul88, KW81, Ng81, PB86]. fourth [BB84, BG89, Kha89, SE88b, Zen89].

fractals [Kap86b]. fraction [CL81, CF86, CdC85]. fractional [BEW86a, BEW86b]. fractionation [Rig87]. Free [MR88b, BE85, BM84b, Fab89, Kha86, Mor89, NR86, Pur83b]. free-boundary [Kha86]. freedom [PB81a, PB81b]. frequently [HWL89]. friction [MRR85]. frontier [Sen99a]. fullerenes [Kro89]. Fully [BDK86, Bal86b, Bal88, DS81]. Function [CKB83, TSY88, BR86, Ber82, Boz81, CN89, Dev81c, DS85, LB86, LTW83, Mar86c, MC84, ND88, Pie89a, Rob86, TM87, Wu88, YdV89]. Functional [AR85, AR87a, Cah88, Gyö88b]. Functions [AJMT81, CLOT86, MTP82, BS88, BM84b, Ber88, Che84a, Che85, CMNN88, CNM88, Coh81, Dal85, EC83, FMWW86, GS81, JM89, KT86, LY88, MN88, MSH80, Mei86a, MR88c, OB88, PB82, Pie84, PB86, Rei87, Ubb84, Wac85, vNvN89]. Fundamental [Mye87, SU88, Mol88]. fundamentals [CB89]. Further [BEW86a, Wit83c]. furthest [Orl85, Tou83]. Fuzzy [BPXY88, McA88, BM84b, LL88b, LL89, ML88, WLL88, Zad83].

[Fel85b]. given [Bro87, Dev81c]. Givens [HGP86]. Glassman [Fer82]. Global [BC86, Cus85, DLMP89, KLS89, Sha86c, Ber88, Blo87, Blo88a, GZ89, SB88, Sin83, TB87].


grammar [MK86]. Graph [Esp88, Her88, SDD88, Cox86, Exo88, STY87, Sow83].


group [ES88a, SE88a, WD86, AL86, Asm87, Che89, Fic86, Kop88a, SC88, YE87b].

group-theoretical [Che89]. groupoids [Bro89]. groups [Bok88, Cus85a, Cus88b, Mol88, Ric88, Scu89, WD86].

Groove [Ste81c]. growth [Ami89a, Bra83, Cus85, Cus86, Gri83, Mar85a, Mur83, Web86a].

GRP [LdT85]. guaranteed [Ber88].

guaranteeing [LL88a]. guidance [Mer87, SGG89]. guided [Fel85a].

guidelines [Ano85d, Ano86b, Ano87d, Ano87e, Ano88g, Ano89c]. Gulf [CARG89, LBC82]. gyrotropic [GK88].

H [Col82]. H. [Cro86, Van87]. half [Pac87].


hardware [AB87a, Ste81c]. Harmonic [Ran88, NP81]. Harubiko [Gra87].

harvesting [Bra83]. Harvill [Ste82]. Hash [CKB83]. hate [Wil86]. having [AB87a, FP83, IJ80, Pan89]. healthy [Ano89n, Rob87a, Rob87b]. heart [MS88e].


Helmholtz [BTG85]. Hensel [Rao84].

heterogeneity [AK89b]. heterogeneous [DV87, Pour87]. heuristic [Eva81b].

hexadecahedrane [Kou90]. hexaceahedrane [Kou89]. hidden [Fon89]. hierarchy [BS89, MP88].

High [Lay86, VP85, CL81, DGL88, EW86, EW88, Gav89, Ser80, STM87a, Yan89].

High-accuracy [Lay86]. high-level [CL81, EW86]. high-order [Ser80]. Higher [Bal86b, DOS88, Ber89b, Bro89, Mei86b, Mor81a, PMS86].

higher-dimensional [Bro89]. Higher-order [Bal86b, PMS86].

histograms [BGG+87]. history [Len89, SvDHH89]. hitting [YJ81]. holds [ZA88].


Hopf [Swa88]. horizontal [CW89].

horizontally [SJ85]. Horst [Sch86a].

hovering [IR89]. HTdR [FWPT87]. HTLV [Kra87]. hull [Dev81a]. hulls [Dev82].

human [Ano89r, MS88c]. Hungarians [Bér89a]. hunter [BCP87].

Huygens [AMF88].

hyberbolic [Mar85a]. hybrid [Fat85, FL82, Pra82, SA87, Ste88, VS88].

hybridization [Mak86b].

hypercubes [Bha82, GH88]. hypercube [HHW88, HL88, MR89a, YWLB87].

hypercubes [Bha82, GH88].

hypergeometric [LTw83]. hypotheses [KW89].

I/O [CK87, XS87]. Ia [Fle89a]. Ib [Fle89b]. IBM [Con87a]. ice [Wan87, WW88].
icosahedral [Pau89]. icospiral [Kro89].

ideal [Kup86]. ideas [McW89, Vai88].

identically [Dev80]. Identification
[Los89a, CG89, Mo86, MH89, Sza88].

identify [Sza89]. identity [Ric81].

IEEE [Kam87]. II [Cha89, DHT86, GE87, MW89,
PBB1b, Ros80, Sza87a, TK89b]. III [Kra87].

III/LAV [Kra87]. Illinois [Lev82]. IMACS
[Ano88-33]. Image
[HF86, Kam87, UM85, O'C87b]. images
[Mac86a]. imagination [Cum86]. Imaging
[Kam87, Ali87]. imbedded [ODS86, Tho87].

imbedding [Den86b]. immigration [Sho80].

immunologic [WAYU88]. Immunology
[Gro87]. Imperfections
[Bar86]. implementation
[Ede80, Jul88, LJP84, WW89a].

implementing [JA87]. implicatii [Nic87].
implications [McD83, Nic87]. Implicit
[Bru87, MR88c, Ano87c, Cas84, CS88a,
Dey85, Dey88, Eva81a, Kov80, LE81,
Pan82c, St.85, Yee86]. implying [Blo87].

importance [Rod88a]. impossible
[Mac86a]. imprecise [Met80]. improved
[LJP84]. improvement [LZ80].
improvements [BS85, Dun80]. incircle
[OP87]. includes [Kri85]. including
[CBC89, MK85]. Incomplete
[DP88, Die84, Har86d, LY88, Mar86c].

incompressible [CF88, GNP82].
increasing [OP89]. independent
[Dev80, Lou83, Neu80]. Index
[Ano85g, Ano86h, Ano85b, Ano85c, Ano85l,
Ano86i, Ano86j, Ano87y, Ano87y, Ano87-30,
Ano88-34, Ano88-33. Index]

India [Ger89]. indirect [Sen88a]. induced
[CLF86, CW89, SM88a, Töt86, Wan87,
Wan88, WW88a]. inductive [Big88].
inelastic [IJ80]. inequalities
[And86, BM81, Net80, Pan85a]. inexact
[Los89a]. infectious [SCH87]. infectivity
[Kra87]. inference [Ano89n, Big88, Rob87a].
inferencing [LK83]. infinite [MB89].
infinatum [Zvi89]. influence
[Blo86, FWPT87, KTPB85, Wil82].

Influences [McW89]. Information
[GT88, Oda88, DP88, Ran87, TC89, Tuz88].
infusion [WLR87]. Inherited
[Rig87, Web87]. inhomogeneous [FGP83].
Initial [Ano87w, Fit83, Cas83a, CK89,
DOS88, ES87, ES88b, Far87, Fat82, Fat86,
FBG88, Ger80, KKRS84, KS85, Mil86, VS88,
Zem85, vN87, vN88]. initial-value
[Far87, FBG88, KKRS84, Mil86, Zem85].
innovation [BM88]. inorganic [MK86].
input [OvD89, TH80]. inputs [OvD89].
insects [Sau86]. insensitive [SD81].
inferred [Sha81b]. installation [MS81].
instantaneous [MB89]. Institute [Tar88].
Instructive [Ver82]. instruments [Wall87].
insulated [HKW89]. insulators [LdT85].
intefence [Rob87b]. integer
[Ric81, Kar81, Pur83a, TD88]. integers
[Lam88, Pur83b, Zen89]. Integral
[GB85, (Co85, MC85, RLM + 87, Ste87].
infringence [Rob87b]. Integer
[AR87b, Cas83a, Cas86, CS88, UA85].
integrator [AH86]. integro [Brü87].
integro-differential [Brü87]. intelligence
[GB85, (Co85, MC85, RLM + 87, Ste87].
intense [Blo86]. interacting [Ven87].
interaction [Blo86, Blo88a, IJ80].
interactions
[Asl88, GS80, Prü83, WJJM83].
interactive [VMO89]. interactively [FL85].
interarrival [Gei81]. interconnection
[KK87]. interconnections [Eso88].
interface [EG85, MRV85, STM87b].
interfaces [Mea86a]. interfacial [MDR85].
Interior [OK82, Man87]. internal [SF88].
International
[Ano88-34, Kam87, Ste82, Ano88-33].
[Lou83]. maximize [YJ81]. maximum
[Che87a, Dev80, Yan87, Yan89]. Maxwell
[Rod88a]. McKendrick
[Cus83, Cus85, Cus86, Lev83]. MDX
[SCSS85]. mean [Bro87, Oza81, Sza89].
means [Cho84, Sid83]. measure
[GB88, LL88b]. measurement [Sta89].
measurements [Gup86, HLHG89].
measures [Kra87]. mechanical [LdT85].
Mechanics
[Ste82, Ano88-43, Ano88-44, MS88e, SE81].
Mechanisms [Gre88a, Hav83]. media
[CW89, GKH8, Kha86, MS85, Ros80, Soc88,
Wan87, Wan88]. Medical [Kam87].
medicine [Wit87b]. medium
[KTP85, MPW87]. medium-range
[MPW87]. megakaryocyte [TSJ89].
measuring [Wan87, WW88]. memoriam
[Wit85b]. memory [DM84]. Merlin [Loe89].
meat [BE85, Gro88, Han88, Kan88].
mesoscale [LL88c]. messages [KL84].
metaphors [Ben89]. method [AV82,
AAM86, Aok89, BJ87, BB84, BdSM88,
BG88, CLF86, CLM87, DGL88, Dun80,
ES87, EA85, Eva88, Fat84, FLL82, FS80,
GZ89, GS87b, Gyö88a, Hag89, Han88, HK85,
Hay80, HHHK88, IR89, KKR85, KKK88,
LCG86, LO86, LK83, Mar85b, Mar88,
MS88a, MS88f, MR88d, Mur89,
MU82, NPS1, Neu80, Omo82, OS84, OP86,
Pan83, Pas82, Pra82, RZ86, SF88, Sha88,
Sh81b, SHLC89, Sn88, SvR88, Sny89,
Sod85, SPF86, SL88, TR88, Tho80, TS88,
Ver86, Wai81, Wai82, Zed87, vNvN89].

methodology [WSR87]. methods
[AC86, AG87, AM81, Ano87c, BM81, BDK86,
Bru87, BT89, Cas85a, Cas85b, Cer85b,
Che89, CF87a, CF87b, CF87c, CF84b, CS89,
DS81, Ell86, Eva81a, ES88a, Ewi80, Fat82,
FG80, Ger86, Ger80, GNP82, HTY87, Hau88,
JTA8, JM82, Kar86, Kar87, KW81, Lay86,
LP81, LJP84, LE81, Lip84, Man81, McD85,
MLDR87, Mdl886, MR88c, MM86b, OK82,
Pan81b, Pan85a, PMS86, PM84, Pra80, RT81,
Ros80, Ros87, SE88a, SC88, Sey87, Sha84,
Sha86c, Sha87, Sha82, STM87a, Tho87,
Usm85, Ver82, VS88, WW89a, Ver84, Wu88,
Yan87, Yan89, YE87a, ZA88, vN87, vN88].
MHD [STP88]. Michael [Loy82]. Micro
[RW87, RR88a, Gie83, RR88b].
Micro-computer [RW87, RR88a].
micro-computers [RR88b].
micro-organisms [Gie83]. Microcomputer
[GG87, Fus87, HP87, MRV85, Mye87, Wil87].
Microcomputers
[AJMT81, MTP82, Wal87]. micropolar
[AG80, GS80, JMC84]. microprocessors
[SRS87]. mid [LB86]. mid-edge [LB86].
migration [Lum87]. mild [Cas85a]. Milton
[Joh86]. min [Med88a, Med88b, Rus89].
min-max [Med88a, Med88b, Rus89]. Mind
[Low89]. mineral [SS88]. Minimal
[CKB83, Mol88, SFK87, Tel89]. minimax
[Che85]. minimization
[Hag89, Pra80, SvR88, Sny89]. Minimizing
[Che87a]. minimum [MT85, Tan89].
Minnigerode [Bra86]. misclassification
[Vla86]. mismanagement [Tho89].
Mispaking [GH88]. missiles [IM89a].
missing [PG87]. Mixed [JMC84, BB84,
CS88a, ES87, GNP82, Krz86, LK85, Man81,
Med88a, Med88b, TD88, Vla86].
mixture [DBH88, HF87]. Mizil [Nic87]. Mobile
[MP86]. modal [SB88]. Model
[EGZK87, AR89, Ami89a, BBPW85,
ByMS86, BM89b, BM90, CBB89, Du83,
FC83, Fit87, Grie83, GE87, HC86, Kra87,
LBC82, LL88c, MWH89, MLDR87,
MR88b, MS88d, MN83, Mor81b, Rig87,
SLPC87, SM88b, Ste88, TC89, TK89a,
TK89b, TO87, TG88, WLR87, dPLBA87].
Modeling
[TSJ89, Aok89, BKL88, Gre87b,
Gree88, KA89a, Koh89, Roh83, TR88,
Wit83c, Wit87b]. Modelling
[AN88-34, EGZK87, FWPT87, GE87,
Rob87b, Ali87, CS88b, DV87, Fle88, MR88a,
ST88, Ste81b, Tuz88, WAYUY88]. Models
[Lev83, AA85, Ame88, Bas89, Chr89, Die89, Eld83, Har86d, Jul88, KA89b, Li88, Lum87, Mac83, Mit89a, O’N89, RR88b, Rus89, Swa88, Web86a, Zad89, Zad92, ZB88],

Modern [Hi89, Eng88a, Vai88].

Modification [Sha88].

Modifications [CF87b].

Modified [Cas83a, GS81, PB86, YE87b].

Modular [BB83, Pan82a], modularity [Loe86a].

Modules [Mea86a].

Modularity [MM84].

Molecular [Yak89].

Molecular-structure [Sl86].

Molecules [Mak86b], mollification [Mur87, Mur89, MH89].

MOLP [VMO89].

Moments [PB86, Sza89].

Monitoring [Gin80].

Monographs [Eld87].

Monotone [JaJ85, Ubh83].

Monotonic [FBS88].

Monte [CA86].

Moorish [GGS86].

Morphology [O’C87b].

Mortality [Mur87, Mur89, MH89].

MOS [JA87].

Mosaic [Cro86], mosaics [PG87].

Moscow [Har88b].

Most [Mar85b].

Mother [Web89].

Motion [HLHG89, LL88, Pac87, Ver89].

Mouse [FPWT87].

Movements [CARG89, Har89b].

Moving [Kan88, PAC85, Rob83, YJ81, Yav87b].

Moving-bed [PAC85].

MRAC [dl87].

Multi [LM80, MS81, Ov89].

Multi-grid [LM80].

Multi-input [Ov89].

Multi-installation [MS81].

Multi-output [Ov89].

Multicommodity [Eva81b].

Multicriterion [GP89].

Multidimensional [CK88a, DD89, Tel89, Yee86].

Multilevel [VO85].

Multimodality [AT82].

Multinomial [MM84].

Multiple [AL86, CW89, Gar89, Krz86, Sch85, Wan87, WW88, CF84a, FL85, Gup86, Lip84, MH87, Ng81, PMS86, YK87, Zem85].

Multiple-choice [CF84a].

Multiplication [CP88, Pan81a, Pan82b, Pan82c, Pan85c, Pug89, Tak88].

Multiplications [Pan81b].

Multirate [dl85].

Multiscale [Kri85].

Multistep [Fat82, Fat84, JM82].

Multivariable [STY83, SGN87].

Multivariate [Mit89a, HTY87, O’C87a, Riv86, STY87, WAY88].

Music [Apa89, Don86, Wil86].

Muslim [Röz86].

Mutualists [Smi89].

My [Los92].

Mycin [SCSS85, SCSS85].

Mycetic [SMH87].

N [Ste81b, Pou88].

Nash [ERH89, Gai86].

Nash-equilibrium [Gai86].

National [Koh89].

Natural [CKB83, Gra86, Had85, LK83, McC83, McP83, Pie85, WJMM83, Zad83].

Nature [Sen89c].

Naval [Ste82].

Navier [Ado86, BJ87, CN89, Yee86].

Navigation [YV89].

Navy [BKL88].

NBS [Ano85i].

Near [PB81b, STM87b, Ung82].

Near-resonance [PB81b].

Nearest [Dun80, EC86].

Need [Lum87].

Neighbour [Dun80].

Neighbourhood [MR89b].

Net [Ste81b].

Nets [Bal89].

Network [Eva81b, HWYL88, IE88, Isr83, Lau80, ML88, Mör81b, RPL87, Ste81a, YWLB87].

Networks [BM89a, Chu88b, Gra86, KK87, Par88, RL88, SB88, SDD88, WAY88].

Neumann [Bra86].

Neutral [Fit87].

Neurophysiological [MWBM89].

Neurosurgery [LV86].

Neural [Chu88a, Gyö89, SM80].

Newton [TW80, Wer84].

Newton-like [Wer84].

Niculescu [Nic87].

Niculescu-Mizil [Nic87].

Niggli [dW88].

No [Zad92, GS89].

No-escape [GS89].

Node [HH88].

Node-graceful [HH88].

Noise [Mur88, Mol86].

Non [BD85, CM88, Fie86, Kit89, Pet89, vN87, Cas86, LE81, Ras85, Soc88, Swa88].

Non-Euclidean [Pet89].

Non-Gaussian [CM88, Kit89].

Non-linear [vN87, Cas86, LE81, Swa88].

Non-oscillatory [Soc88].

Non-space-group [Fic86].

Non-stationary [BD85].

Non-strictly [Ras85].

Nonclassical [Ami89a].

Nonconforming [CN89].
nonconservative [Mar85a]. nonconvex [TM87]. noncooperative [LT87]. nonequilibrium [CO83]. Nonlinear [Bel83, Bra83, BS80b, Fat82, FN86, HD83, KSW85, Rei81, Web86b, AR89, Ado88c, AAM86, Bala86b, Bala88, BR86, Blo85, Blo86, Blo87, Blo88a, Blo88b, BT99, Cas83b, Cas84, Cas85a, CB88, Cuy82, CvdC83, Dey85, Eld87, ES88b, Ewi80, GS87c, Gyö88a, Had81, HHHK88, KKR84, KKS86, KL83, KESC89, Mar83, Mar85a, Mar85b, Muk81, Neu00, OP86, Pra82, Qin84, Ran88, Ras85, SM80, Sen88a, Sin83, Sni88, Sod87, Was84, Web83, Web88, WW89b, Wer86, Mea86b].

nonlinearity [MK85]. Nonlinearly [Ven87]. Nonlocal [SE81]. nonserial [EW86, EW88, EL88]. Nonsingular [JM82]. nonstationary [CG89]. nonserial [EW86, EW88, EL88]. Nonsingular [JM82]. nonuniform [MLDR87]. Normal [Rei87, AK89b, BHM88, Coh81]. normality [BHM88]. Noted [LE81]. North [Ste81d]. North-Holland [Ste81d]. Norway [SMH87]. notated [Har86c]. notation [Har86c]. Note [Van87, AR84, Coh81, KO88, KTPB85, RT81, Ung82, Zam89]. Notes [Den86a, Gro87, Mea86b, Web86b]. notation [Arc89]. notice [Ano84d]. notion [Gav89]. novel [BS80a, DW83]. nozzle [HL86]. nuclear [OK88]. null [WC85]. null-field [WC85]. number [DT88, HS81, HWYL88, LM84, Mor86, Mor89, STM87a, Wil82, dF89]. number-theoretic [DT88]. numbers [BS88, Hag88, LL88b, Met80, Rao84, Sza87a, WH82]. Numerical [AG80, BPS88, Cas86, CS88b, Fat86, G88, Ger80, Had81, IJ80, IM89b, KKR84, Kos88, LCG86, LO86, MS88a, MH89, OS84, PS84, Roh83, Ros80, STB88, Spa80, SPF86, WLR87, ZB88, AR87b, BM85a, BGT85, Bir85, BD85, Cas83b, Cas84, CL87, Dey85, Dey88, DS88, Ell86, FC83, FG80, FBG88, Gei81, HHHK88, HS87, HS88, JM82, Kha86, KO88, Kov80, Lay83, LM80, LK85, Let87, Lou84, MS85, MB80, MdlS86, Mur87, Mur89, OP86, Pan85d, SE88a, SSB88, SJ85, SF88, ST88, Sha86b, SRP87, SL88, VP85, Wan87, WCB85, Yav84, ZA88].

numerical-stabilization [ZA88]. Numerically [Fel85a, But85]. Numerov [Sha88]. nutritional [TA89]. Nystrom [DP87, Bru87, Kar87].

O [Con87a, CK87, XS87]. O.D.E. [HK85]. Obituary [Ano81c]. object [Low86]. objectives [SS89]. oblique [BE85]. observable [CN87]. observation [FN86, Rot86, Yav87a]. observations [BE88, CL89b, YV81]. observed [Ben85, BM85c, FBG88]. observer [HLHG89]. occupancy [AB81a]. occurring [Qin86]. Ocean [Ano87-27, BBPW85, BS85, Bir85, CSL85a, CSL85b, DeS85, EG85, Fel85a, LK85, PO85, Pie85, Sch85]. ODE [SDS81]. ODEs [AR87b, Cas83a, Sha86b, Wu88]. O'Donnell [Lov82]. off [Oza81]. Office [Ste82]. oil [CAR89]. old [Bér89a]. One [Fat84, Fat85, Sni83, Cas86, Han87, HHHK88, MdlS86, Raj89, Sha86c, Tro80, Zam89, vN87, vN88]. one-dimension [HHHK88]. one-dimensional [MdlS86].

One-parameter [Sni83]. one-point [Tro80]. one-step [Cas86, Sha86c, vN87, vN88]. only [Pan89, Ste82]. Onogurians [Bér89a]. open [KK88]. opening [Wit83b]. operation [Pan81a, Pan82a]. operational [OS84, SMM8b]. operator [Cuy82, Fle88].

operators [FMWW86, Sal84a]. optics [GK88]. Optimal [Asz80, Ber89b, Che87b, EL88, GS89, HHHK89, HRA89, JM89, KC80, Mao86, Mi86, RPL87, Riv86, Sza88, YJ81, YV81, dVWW87, Ami89a, BM89a, BPS88, CL89b, Chu84, Far87, FN86, Oda88, SGG89, Ste81d]. Optimization [Ant89, CB88, GZ89, Per87, Sni88, KK86].

Optimum [Ste82]. orbits [Boy86, FB88].


[CF87b, KTW83]. rapid [Dun80]. rat
[SMH87]. rate [AWYU82, CMN88, CMN88, Chu88b, HF87, Han87, Rig87]. rates
[DHT86, Kno86, O'N86]. Rational
[Ber88, DS85, vN88, Bas89, Chu89, Dal85, Die89, KLT80, Pic89a, Rao84, SPF86, Wac85, vNvN89]. ray [Hau88, SDB89].
reaction [BM89b, BM90, FS83, MLDR87, Sod85, Sod87]. reaction-diffusion
[Sod85, Sod87]. reactions [Bal86a, Pea86]. reactor [PAC85]. real
[Mar89, Pan89]. realistic [Jar89, SB85]. realization [AF87].
reasoning [RC83]. recall [McC83]. received [Ano81a, Ano82a]. reciprocal
[Dem82]. Recognition
[Hav83, Asm87, Big88, Sid83]. reconnaissance [SvR88]. Reconstruction
[Ger89, Mur88]. records [AB81a]. recovery [Riv86]. rectangles [Hay80, Sha86a].
recurrences [Wim83]. Recursive [BM84a, AS89, SLPC87, Sza88, YNA89, dM84]. reduce [Dev81a].
Reducing [MM84]. reduction [NS88]. Reference
[Ano87-30, Pie85]. refinement [Gro88, Kan88]. reflection [Vie85].
Reflectors [WL88]. refracting [EG85]. regimes [S89]. regional [SM88b]. regions
[Abe84, CW86, Gar82]. regression [KT89]. regular [Cha89, CK88b, PG87]. Regularity
[Har86c]. regularization [MD86].
regulation [EGZK87, GE87]. Reidel
[Sha82]. Reimannian [Rud88]. related
[Ant89, BCG87, MWM89, Omo82, Pan85c, Rig87]. Relation [CK88a]. relations
[BPXY88, SCH87]. relationship [GHN89, Len89]. relative [RT81].
relativistic [Kup87]. relaxation
[CSD88, IE88, MB89]. relevance [SBCC86].
Reliability [YWLB87, Ano88-44, RL88]. Remarks
[Str89, Tho86b, Wit87b]. Remes
[KLT80]. Remes-differential [KLT80].
renaissance [Cum86]. renewable [AR89]. renewal [Sin83]. repertoire [Lum87].
repetition [MB80, Was86]. Reply [Los92].
report [Ano89v, Ano89w]. Reports
[Rod85a, Ano86c, Ano87f, Ano87g, Ano87h, Ano87i, Ano88h, Ano88i, Ano88j, Ano88k, Ano88l, Ano88m, Ano88n, Ano88o, Ano89d, Ano89e, Ano89f, Ano89g, Ano89h, Ano89i, Ano89j, Ano89x, Ano89y, Rod84a, Rod84b, Rod84c, Rod85b]. representation [Asm87, BM88, Eng88b, Kup86, Tuz88, Win83].
representational [RC83]. representations [CK88a, Fel85a, Hav83, Kop88a, SC88]. Representative
[Ano87-31]. represented
[Abe84, Gar82]. representing [HTY87]. requirements [Sla86]. Resampling
[CMN88, CMN88]. Resampling-type
[CMN88]. research [Ano86l]. reserve
[CW85]. residual [SM88a]. residue
[Bos87, LLM84]. resolution [Let87, LO82]. resolution-based
[LO82]. resonance [PB81a, PB81b]. resource
[Koh89, RR88a, RR88b]. resources
[AR89, EL88]. response [TH80]. restricted
[JaJ85, Kit83]. restrictions [Med88b, SU88]. results
[Dem82, EGZK87, Exo88, Gyö89, Han85, KLT80, Sen88a, Sza87a, TB87].
retransmitted [Lau80]. retrials [Pou87].
Review [Col82, Con87a, Eld87, Gra87, Gre87a, Gro87, Kam87, Lev82, Lov82, Mea86a, Mea86b, Nic87, O'C87b, O'C87a, Sha82, Ste87, Ste81a, Ste81b, Ste81c, Ste81d, Ste82, Wal87, Web86b, Mea86a]. revised
[Pan85b]. revisited [CK81, Sen89a].
ribosomal [Rig87]. Rich [Ste81c]. Richard
[Ste81a, Ano86l, KK86, Pan86]. Riemann
[Lin86, MPL86, Ras85]. rigor [Lan89].
rigorous [Hua89]. ring [Ric81]. rival
[Rus89]. river [LL88a]. Robert
[Lov82, Ste81d, Rod88a]. robot
[SLHC89, Gra87]. robust
[Kno86, Sen88a, dS87]. rocket [LO89].
Roger [Lev82]. role [Haa89, Hau88, Wil86].
Root
[Fra89, Gar80, PS84, TSY88, Bur82, CH89].
Roots
[Gar80, Bur82, EW84, Pan85d].
Rosenbrock
[GS87c, Ver82, Zed87].
Rosenbrock-type [GS87c, Zed87].
Rotating [KWTW89, AG80, OB88, STM87c].
rotation [BKL88]. rotations [Zla82].
rotelet [Ung82]. rough [BBPW85]. round [Oza81]. round-off [Oza81].
Rotating [CdC85]. row [AF87]. Ruin [Cam89].
rule [Gup86, Lam86, MeL86, UA85]. rules [Big88, O’N86, Pea86, Squ81, SBCC86].
Runge
Bru87, Cas84, Cas85a, Cas85b, DP86, DP87, DLMP89, Gip85, JTS89, Kar87, ODS86, SE88b, Sha84, Sha87, SPFS86, Tho87, Ver82].
S [Gro87, Mea86b, Van87]. saddle [CL89a].
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